wound in a double helix. Fluid transfer power is supplied by compressed air, whilst the valving system is exposed solely to “clean” fluids – air and methylene chloride. Use of an appropriate phase separator permits other water/solvent combinations to be used.

Massie [15] has developed a multi-channel, continuous flow instrument for use in water testing laboratories. This instrument is capable of running six tests simultaneously, many of the tests in the part-per-billion range. The automatic sampler has a special feature so that it can accommodate samples with different matrices, such as acid digested samples for a TKN determination. The programmer is capable of interfacing with two samplers; therefore, four different sample matrices can be handled at one time.

Conetta [16] presented a technique whereby total phosphate in water samples may be determined by a photochemical decomposition of organic phosphorus compounds and the thermal hydrolysis of acid-hydrolysable phosphates followed by the conventional colorimetric determination of the liberated ortho-phosphate with molybdenum blue. Analytical performance data were presented and discussed.

Further details of these papers can be obtained by corresponding with the primary authors. Many of these have indicated that they will be submitting their manuscripts to this Journal for formal publication.

P.B. Stockwell
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Product News

Atlantic City revisited 1981

A review of exhibits at this year's Pittsburgh Conference

The 32nd Annual Pittsburgh Conference on Analytical Chemistry and Applied Spectroscopy was held from 9 - 13th March at Atlantic City, NJ, USA (A report on the scientific meetings appears on page 100). In true tradition it was bigger, better attended and had more lectures presented at it than before. As a regular visitor one was left with the opinion that perhaps there is really very little new under the sun. Microprocessors were first presented several years ago and now they are mostly common place, while visual display units and graphics displays increase in numbers and sophistication. This year there was a considerable interest in computer systems and networking.

The show presented the latest state of the art instrumentation, and these instruments are more and more sophisticated - however, do they fulfill the true aims of the analyst? Very often it is said to note that instrument companies have developed their systems without regard to the needs of the analyst; particularly they do not often allow facilities for filing data and interrogation of the data at a future date.

It is impossible to cover all the aspects of instrumentation on show which related to automation, however the few which are discussed here typify those on show.

Spectrophotometer

The new DU-5 UV-visible/NIR computing spectrophotometer displayed by Beckman automates procedures in analysing aerosols, polymers, paints, food, drugs, water and biologicals. This table-top instrument includes a spectrophotometer, microcomputer and printer in one unit with software memory storage modules. It can be programmed for specific user applications with quick change-over between analyses. The DU-5 stores internally three individual analysis programs. Memory-Pac plug-in software modules offer program storage for five additional analyses with an EA-ROM non-volatile memory that will not erase in a power failure or when removed from the instrument. Beckman Instruments Inc., 2500 Harbor Boulevard, Box 3100, Fullerton, Cal. 92634, USA.

Atomic fluorescence spectrometer

The Baird Corporation introduced their Plasma/AFS which is currently the only commercially available atomic fluorescence spectrometer. Intended for the simultaneous determination of any of 12 of 65 different elements, it delivers up to 1,800 determinations per hour and offers a cost-effective alternative to traditional atomic absorption and plasma emission techniques. It has a linear dynamic range of 4 - 5 orders of magnitude with "virtually no spectral interferences". Setup for a different combination of elements is fast and requires no optical or mechanical alignment. Baird Corporation, 125 Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford, MS 01730, USA.

Computer interface

UTI has developed a microprocessor-based interface which links their range of mass spectrometers with virtually any computer on the market. The SpectraLink is compatible with the IEEE 488, RS-232C and RS-449 interface standards. The unit includes software stored in read-only memory (firmware) for five operating modes. Four of these (spectrum scan mode, total pressure mode, specific peak mode, and calibration mode) automatically perform most of the common tasks required to control the unit. The fifth, direct control mode, permits even more operator flexibility by allowing the user to write totally original programs. UII, 325 N. Mathilda Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, USA.

IR Spectrophotometers

Perkin Elmer's new product line of low cost infrared spectrophotometers, the Model 1300 series, was exhibited. There are three models; the 1310 has a single slit program and two scan speeds, the 1320 and 1330 have three scan speeds and two appropriate slit programs. The series can be interfaced to the Model 3500 infrared data station providing an improvement of spectral quality and the facility to use the spectrophotometer for 'Search' applications in the identification of unknowns. Perkin-Elmer Corp., Main Avenue (MS-12), Norwalk, CT 06856, USA.

Editor's Note: The address of the manufacturer/supplier appears in italics at the end of each item. In some cases this address will be that of a subsidiary to the manufacturing company as the address given is that from which the information has been obtained.